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The methodology according to which social and health services are to be managed should in a
technical sense be independent of the geographical or politcal contexts in which this takes place if
one defnes management as the means for the most efcient use of limited resources to achieve
predetermined objectves. However, the fact that “management” as a concept and a practce did not
exist in former communist parts of Europe, or at least not in the form in which it is being practsed
today, gives a frst indicaton that in additon to the technical and instrumental aspects of
management there are indeed context and normatve factors to be considered when investgatng
the specifc, and with that the most appropriate forms of management in which it is to be delivered
to social and health services. These references to context, to framework conditons and to processes
of change and adjustment are indeed not indicators of a conceptual weakness or methodological
inconsistency but, on the contrary, they are meant to highlight a vital dimension of management
that a purely technical perspectve does not reveal.
While the impact of one profound historical transformaton, that of the year 1989 on the forms and
functons in which the well-being of societes in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE) was thereafer
secured was partcularly stark and dramatc, from a historical perspectve we have to also consider
that these changes were also associated with the directon welfare services in Western European
countries took. This means that management practces in all parts of Europe were established in
historically and politcally fuid situatons and are being contnuously shaped by a variety of diferent
principles which shall be explored here in overview.
Management concepts found their way into public services gradually and with considerable tme lag
in the diferent states of Western Europe. Their introducton was not unproblematc since this
occurred at a tme that has been described as the “crisis of the welfare state” and therefore out of a
certain necessity. This crisis in turn resulted from the impact of three interconnected developments:
Most welfare state models that developed afer the Second World War were based on the
assumpton that they would not only provide a safety net for citzens in vulnerable phases over their
life-cycle, but that by strengthening the well-being of citzens good social and health services would
contribute to full employment and thereby again keep the economy in a healthy state so that it
could fnance a high level of welfare. But full employment never happened, the poverty gaps in
society were never eliminated and the demand on welfare payments and services could hardly keep
pace with the dis-welfare created by a proft-oriented capitalist economy that ratonalised its
producton processes and drove up unemployment. At the same tme, the expectatons of the
populaton of being protected against social risks grew with the success of the welfare system which
led to ever increasing costs especially for the health services. And thirdly, the frst vestges of
globalisaton through the steady aboliton of tarifs brought natonal economies into more direct
competton with low-wage (and low welfare) countries and enforced the trend by governments to
ensure compettveness by reducing taxes and hence also public expenditure.
Management in the commercial sense means supervising and steering a producton process in such
a way that it achieves set goals with maximum efciency and at the least costs. The fgure of the
manager was a defning reference point for the success industrial enterprises showed in the decades
afer World War II. First atempts at transferring these guiding principles and corresponding
practces to the public service sector however confronted the fundamental queston whether public
goods could be treated basically like commercial goods and services with measures of cost efciency
through ratonalisaton of producton processes and supply chains and references to customer

satsfacton. The similarites between commercial and public steering instruments were posited
ideologically by governments following the neoliberal trajectories established under Margaret
Thatcher in the UK and Ronald Reagan in the USA. Their aim was to reduce fnancial liabilites and
politcal responsibilites of the state in favour of building on the “self-regulatory potental of
markets” and to therefore outsource and eventually privatse public services wherever possible to an
ever-increasing degree, thereby also creatng capital for the state budget from the sales of natonal
services. The frst insttutons to be transformed in this way were services that had de facto a
natonal monopoly positon like telecommunicatons and energy supplies and as a second phase
public transport. These changes not only transformed the relatonship between the service provider
and the customer in the sense that the later was ofered a choice between competng service ofers,
with the declared promise of reducing the cost to the consumer through such competton, but also
the relatonship between employees and their employers in these services. Privatsed enttes, from
the objectve of cost minimisaton, did not honour habitual work practces or employment contracts
with all the securites public employees had achieved, and instead introduced both an incentve for
employees to increase their income if they boosted productvity and efciency and a threat in the
form of job insecurity if the organisaton failed. The functon of management, which had never been
totally absent from previous organisatonal models, assumed increasing importance and a central
role in steering complex processes that amounted to constantly relatng demand to the ability to
supply. The management measures which were transferred from private enterprises to public
insttutons was termed New Public Management (NPM) and consisted of the decentralisaton of
frame-budgets, the setng of measurable productvity and achievement targets and a quality
assurance system to link the various elements.
The introducton of NPM systems changed relatons at all levels, even where its introducton was
seen as a politcal necessity. It did not sit easily with some politcal systems, such as those of
Mediterranean countries and France and Germany where sceptcism concerning its impact on
existng relatons between politcs and administraton delayed its spread. But eventually the pressure
of globalisaton and the accompanying search for savings in public expenditure suggested a turn to
the “logic” of efciency through management, albeit in various forms depending on the prevailing
traditons of politcal culture.
These changes in public administraton towards the more central use and functon of management
triggered and at the same tme were made possible by a new way of conductng politcs, and the
wider use of management principles and processes in turn altered again the nature of politcs (Clarke
& Newman, 1997). Politcs itself became more “business-like”, which means focused on
demonstrable “productvity” in the form of voter-drawing short-term achievements and responses
to “popular demands” instead of pursuing longer-term visions. All this was ofen framed as a
necessary step towards the “modernisaton” of what was seen as antquated forms of bureaucracy
and administraton and consequently also of politcs so that the adherence to traditonal “camps”
gradually gave way to a pragmatc-opportunistc party landscape in which it was difcult to
distnguish Lef and Right on principles. From another perspectve, one can also talk of the “depolitcisaton of politcs” (Flinders & Wood, 2014) whose gradual efects took hold of governments
and countries of all politcal shades. As Christensen and Laegreid observed in relaton to Norway,
“the distance between politcal leaders, on the one hand, and the actors, insttutons and levels to be
controlled, on the other, is increasing, and autonomy from politcal leaders is more evident. The new
administratve and insttutonal actors are less loyal than in the traditonal system, more
instrumental and individually oriented, and less preoccupied with collectve interests, public
accountability and ethos” (2001, p. 304).

Since the advantages of privatsaton were politcally advertsed as providing more choice to the
consumer as customer, the voice of the service user became more important in the new steering
mechanisms, but this voice had to be set also in relaton to the voice of other stakeholders who
represented a new layer of organisatonal infuence over the directon a service was taking, whereby
the defniton and identfcaton of stakeholder became problematc and fuzzy in the case of public
goods that could not achieve commercial proft and produce shareholder bonuses.
The introducton of public management principles was accompanied by a process of decentralisaton
which transferred responsibility for service delivery – and hence of budgetng – to “smaller units”
right down to municipalites with wide -ranging efects, as Barberis et al. (2019, 965) observe:
“Market-related policy instruments are increasingly “normalized” as resources for
urban governance. This afects the role of public insttutons, private actors and NGOs
through territorially based public–private partnerships and inter-organizatonal
networks that are regulated as quasi-markets.”
This indicates that the combinaton of new politcal priorites and the wider use of management
principles and skills implied also a change from government to governance (Bifulco, 2020) in as much
as responsibilites for the outcome of interventons became dispersed and “passed down” from
higher levels of elected and representatve government to stakeholders in the form of private
insttutons, investors and consumers, each infuencing the course of developments on account of
their interests in the project which involves them in “governing”, while managers have to fnd a
more explicit mode of “steering” that combined the ofen confictng interests efciently. Politcally,
this type of reform was used not only for cost-saving purposes, but also for the purpose of
delegatng politcal responsibility and especially politcal “hot potatoes” to “the periphery” or indeed
to enttes operatng quasi-autonomously according to “technical” specifcatons which rendered the
politcal intentons behind them obscure or indeed put up a barrier against users as citzens claiming
their rights from politcal insttutons on account of the delegaton chain. Decisions and priorites
were portrayed as being driven by “facts”, experts and scientsts were more enlisted into what used
to be decision-making responsibilites of politcians, and partcularly afer 1989 one economic theory
determined much of neoliberal politcs which led to the moto, “there is no alternatve” (TINA).
Partcularly when the decentralised or contracted enttes had to operate on a restricted budget the
blame for inadequate services probably resultng from this shortall could be defected from
politcians to “inefcient managers” who were now placed into the positon of bufer between
politcians and customers (Pollit & Bouckaert, 2011).
Apart from the market metaphor that framed NPM, there were also politcal references to
“subsidiarity” to legitmate the simultaneous trend to decentralise. Subsidiarity expresses the
principle that all human services have to be generated organisatonally as closely to the user as
possible so that preference should always be given to the smallest unit capable of delivering the
service. This means in the frst instance informal organisatons like the family or the neighbourhood,
but also community organisatons, religious organisatons and the entre Third Sector all have the
role as primary “care givers”. Only if their capacites are insufcient to deliver the service required is
the higher order organisaton, e.g. the municipality, the province or region or ultmately the state or
now even the European Union enttled to step in with providing such services. In the original version
of subsidiarity, as conceived by the frst German Chancellor, Bismarck, the relatonship contained in
the principle of subsidiarity was bilateral in as much as it included the obligaton by the higher order
unit to give sufcient support to the more immediate one in order to enable it to perform its role
properly.

The public-private partnerships could also comprise commercial enterprises and this not only in the
area for instance of constructon, but increasingly in maters of welfare service delivery. Indeed,
since the 1980s the original neoliberal zeal of the reducton in public expenditure was somewhat
dampened, with the warning of lesser an organisaton than the World Trade Organisaton that
eventually costs to the state would rise when welfare was neglected below a certain level, so that
social policies since then gradually turned towards what has been call the “social investment state”.
In Europe this concept was taken up by the EU “Lisbon Strategy” of 2000 which defned the course of
European integrated economic, educatonal and social development in a manner that prioritsed
economic interests. Some countries came to even experiment with “social investment bonds” or
“social impact bonds” (Wohlfahrt, 2018).
The early phase of the introducton of NPM afected the various kinds of services in diferent ways.
One could say that afer the commodites the frst welfare service to be brought under this regime
was the health service with the UK giving a lead when a quasi-market system was introduced into
the Natonal Health Service in 1989, followed by social services with educaton services probably
last, and here primarily the university sector and less the schools. In the course of the 1990s it also
became clear that the promised “self-regulaton” in terms of the fair distributon of previously
natonally owned goods through privatsing and market mechanisms did not happen “automatcally”
and called therefore for a greater role of management principles to consider the interests of all
stakeholders. Furthermore, the accountability of public services managed according to criteria of
budgetary efciency did not happen and quality outcomes came to vary considerably. This
observaton led to a growing emphasis on external control and audit (Dent, Chandler & Barry 2004)
and with that to the queston of how to defne, measure and ensure quality in public services. It is
one thing to control the regularity of fnancial fows within organisatons and their use according to
previously signed contracts, it is quite another thing to gauge the actual value of a service rendered
in terms of outcomes so that budgets could be constructed and fnanced in the frst place with a
view to enabling for those goals of a quality service to be reached.
To address this issue the concept of “social investment” was taken up frst by the UK in 2010 and
subsequently by other countries through the already mentoned “social impact bond” approach.
“The purpose of social impact bonds goes beyond its fnancial component. The securites are
intended to help align the interests of diferent enttes – including governments, investors, social
enterprises, and the general public – to develop efectve solutons for public-sector problems.”
htps://corporatefnanceinsttute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investng/social-impact-bond/
accessed 25.5.2020. In other words, social investment models try to eliminate the ambiguites of
quality criteria contained in contractng and shif the emphasis and the criteria to measurable
outcomes (Wohlfahrt, 2018).
Instead of fnancing the services of a contracted-out agency, be that a for-proft or not-for-proft
organisaton, with this approach the public entty, state or devolved unit, no longer operates in
terms of a contnuous service but identfes an issue that has to be addressed and resolved as a
project, which might then issue into some form of contnuity. But the decisive point is that in order
to arrive at the desired goal the public entty raises money as a kind of “venture capital” from private
investors who will be repaid if and when the project is successful from the money saved through this
model, which obviously implies a considerable risk. But in terms of management aspects, it falls to
project managers to steer in the directon of the intended success in their own interest (because
their pay is linked to goal achievement) and in the interest of the investors. The crucial element in
this model is the role of an independent evaluator who “completes the assessment of the project’s
success based on the predetermined metrics.”

htps://corporatefnanceinsttute.com/resources/knowledge/trading-investng/social-impact-bond/.
What is interestng and relevant in this context is that the changed European and natonal social
policy frameworks have a direct impact not only on the way social and health services are being
managed but on the way the service delivery framework transforms the defniton of social
problems. When within a “traditonal” capitalist social policy framework the aim was to deal with life
contngencies that can afect all citzens area by area (health, educaton, unemployment, old age for
instance) and where redressing those areas of need or vulnerability aims at achieving a greater
degree of equality in a society, protectng people from market risks, the social investment state
policy addresses people as individuals that have to be actvated to play their role in the market
(Ronchi, 2018).

Variatons in politcal culture and traditons
Nevertheless, as has been observed by Kickert (2005), the diferent European states have very
distnct approaches to public management due to their partcular traditons of administraton related
to their forms of the state, and this creates interestng dynamics in relaton to the pressure towards
convergence exercised by the European Union but also more generally by the process of
globalisaton. The countries Kickert reviewed, France, Germany and Italy, seen as the most legalistc
states in Europe, share a traditon of a liberal state based on rights (“Rechtsstaat”) which however
was established in the course of a whole series of revolutons in modernity, which at each step
demanded correctons to the tendency of administraton to fall back on previous authoritarian
principles that denied citzens their full rights. “Administratve acton should henceforth be based on
consttuton, laws and regulatons” (Kickert, 2005, 540) and serve solely their correct applicaton.
This gave the process of administraton a primarily legal orientaton and the emergent bureaucracy
required to be trained in law primarily and fulfl its functon impersonally. In the case of France for
instance this resulted in public administraton becoming very unwieldy and in the 1970s reforms
were introduced that already pointed towards managing this bureaucracy more in the interest of
citzens and making it more accessible and transparent through measures of decentralisaton. But
only the following economic recession and budgetary crisis created real pressure for more efciency
for which privatsaton and deregulaton were regarded as the appropriate measures. Interestngly it
was the socialist government under prime minister Rocard that in 1989 realised fundamental
reforms that “consisted of the following cluster of micro-reforms: ‘cercles de qualite´’ (similar to
total quality management), ‘projets de service’ (increase of managerial autonomy for executve
agencies) and ‘centres de responsablite´’ (management contracts between ministry and agency, plus

client orientaton)” (Kickert 2005, 544/5), all taking up core principles of NPM. This was followed in
subsequent reforms that brought about the ‘regulatng’ state that devolves its operatonal executve
tasks to independent bodies.
By contrast in Germany, the “Preussische Obrigkeitsstaat” (Prussian authority state) had a strong
infuence on the orientaton of public administraton untl the post-Nazi democratsaton set it in the
citzen-controlled directon of the “Rechtsstaat”. These new policy principles were characterised by
their emphasis on a social market economy (Soziale Marktwirtschaf) and their corporatst
applicaton of subsidiarity running through the federal state construct. Here as in other Western
European states the fscal crisis initated a reducton of administraton in the 1990s towards a “slim
state” (Schlanker Staat) with the corresponding reforms in administraton which were in any case
necessary afer German unifcaton in 1989.
In Italy the state bears stll other traditonal characteristcs, those of a contnuous tension between
atempts to centralise and control the afairs of the entre territory afer unifcaton, symbolised by
the Fascist dictatorship, and the strong desire for autonomy not only of the provinces but of the
individual citzen who holds a basic mistrust in the state. The relatonship between citzens and the
state is characterised by an abundance of laws and legal regulatons on the one hand and a highly
creatve repertoire of modes of avoidance and resistance against them developed by individuals,
clans and most evidently the mafa. Consequently the politcal interference in administraton is
enormous leading to further inefciencies on account of atempts to create more and more jobs for
politcal supporters and to widespread corrupton. This renders the entre state bureaucracy
practcally impervious to reform and orientaton towards efciency and the only major changes were
the strengthening of local and regional government in the late 1990s .The dominance of a traditon
that regulates by law thwarted most atempts at introducing economic criteria of efciencymanagement as these control measures could always be challenged in court when procedures were
not strictly consonant with what the law (in the interpretaton of lawyers) prescribed (Panozzo,
2000).
From these observatons concerning diferences in the recepton and formaton of approaches to
public management in Western European countries owing to the distnct politcal cultures, it can be
assumed that while the post-communist era in CEE countries was dominated by the sudden and
comprehensive introducton of capitalist market economies which necessitated corresponding
changes in public management in order to make those countries compettve and also to bring those
wantng to join the EU in line with public fnancing principles and criteria, there are nevertheless
traces of distnct politcal traditons to be found in those countries, too, which account for
diferences in the adopton and interpretaton of NPM principles. In these countries a certain degree
of “path dependency” has manifested itself in the course of history which Communism was unable
to level or eliminate. Diferences in attudes of public administraton can be traced back for instance
to the centralising infuence of the Orthodox Church in most of the Balkan states or the rightsoriented Hanse infuence on the countries bordering the Baltc Sea and the experience of the
Habsburg Empire in much of Central Eastern Europe with its administratve system. The infuence
Communism exercised on these countries uniformly however aimed specifcally at realising an
alternatve to the capitalist free market in the form of a planned economy in which fxed targets
were formulated by the Party Congresses which had to be achieved whether in industry or in social
development. Inefciencies which the system inevitably produced were either covered up or dealt
with by severe penaltes for those who were supposed to have caused them, partcularly in the Stalin
era. Afer his death, more fexibility became possible in the various countries of the Soviet Block but
this also meant that inefciencies were a constant challenge to the system, above all while in
competton with the capitalist West during the Cold War period.

“Governments in some countries (including the Soviet Union) initated series of
economic and administratve reforms. Their major goal was to make a distncton
between politcal leadership and technical management of economic and social issues.
In some cases, discreton was given to technocrats to challenge even basic principles of
the socialist economy and introduce elements of the market system into some minor
sectors. Accompanied by such factors as economic growth and social development,
increase in educatonal level of administrators, generatonal change, and change in the
mode of Communist state legitmaton (shif from revolutonary mobilizaton to a
form of welfarism), these reforms to some extent changed the administratve
context in the Communist countries” (Liebert, Condrey & Goncharov, 2013, 4.) .
Afer more thorough reform atempts in East Germany, Hungary and Czechoslovakia had been
brutally suppressed, reform of the public administraton system within Communist countries was
always overshadowed by the threat of military interference because of the central ideological
importance of maintaining public ownership and party control. But economic inefciencies of the
ideological planning system necessitated a series of reforms, most notably in Yugoslavia and in
Hungary where processes of devolved decision-making in the producton of goods in maters of the
distributon of public resources were introduced even before 1989 with the aim of creatng a
distance between producers and the bureaucracy (and the implied politcal interference). In the
Soviet Union itself the last president, Gorbachev, atempted to salvage the Soviet economic system
by “perestroika” with the aim of liberalising the command-bureaucratc system in the directon of
more autonomy for single enttes of producton and hence a degree of competton as a measure of
cost efciency. Yet the reforms came probably too late and their failure led ultmately to the collapse
and fragmentaton of the Soviet Union.
In terms of public services and partcularly the health infrastructure (there were practcally no
ofcially designated social services within the socialist ideological framework which was based on
the assumpton that all social problems had been structurally eliminated), the Soviet system had
been characterised by 5-year and yearly planning periods and rigid central control in pyramidical
structure over ministries of the 15 republics down to health boards which in turn form part of the
Executve Commitee of a regional or local Soviet. “Although they are technically independent of the
health ministry of their republic, their power is limited because they depend on the central and
republic governments for their funds. In theory, the local boards were to be the people's voice in
directng and managing their health care. In reality, local health boards have become passive
intermediaries in the distributon of funds from the republic government to local medical
insttutons” (Rowland & Telyukov, 1991: 77). Considerable resources were allocated partcularly to
this sector in terms of personnel, not least in competton with Western health systems, although
this never brought up the level of disease and death control to that of the USA (WHO, 1991).
While some of the problems arising from the centralised planning system were partcular to the vast
territory of the Soviet Union, other communist states were also afected by some of the underlying
discrepancies between the health system’s supposed ability to antcipate and resource demand and
the actual health needs of the populaton on account of the predominant use of quanttatve rather
than qualitatve indicators. The systems were additonally afected by poorly maintained and
equipped facilites and low-paid and inadequately trained and hence poorly motvated personnel
(Rowland & Telyukov, 1991). In the Soviet Union, Gorbachev’s “glasnost” initatves introduced a
series of reforms which interestngly point in the same directon of changes in public administratons
in Western countries being introduced at that tme. They amounted to a degree of decentralisaton
from Federal level to that of the republics, a limited introducton of co-fnancing of health services
through work-place “enterprises” and user contributons and some experimentaton with types of

non-proft insurance to incentvize provider partcipaton. In other countries, notably communist
Czechoslovakia, the health service had already seen less of the authoritarian state interference than
other public services (Matoušek & Havrdová, 2020) but this by no means amounted to an
orientaton towards efciency and user partcipaton in planning.

Developments afer 1989
Of course, afer the efectve end of centralised socialist governments in CEE countries, the
introducton of democracy to Western criteria and the switch to a market economy, whose promised
freedom had been one of the major incentves of the civil society protests that had precipitated the
revolutons in those countries, initated also fundamental reforms of the public administraton
system. Reforms in line with the EU’s “Lisbon Strategy” that demanded the efcient and sparing use
of public fnancing became a central demand for the accession preparaton of those countries
eligible for applicaton but became also a motor for foreign investment. For example in the case of
Hungary, this led to the gradual introducton of NPM measures, with the emphasis in the 1990s on
improvement in the quality of law-making geared towards antcipatng impact more accurately and
later on specifc issues of quality and citzens’ satsfacton as well as downsizing of public insttutons
(Liebert, Condrey & Goncharov, 2013).
Nevertheless, a degree of “path dependency” was noted in the case of certain sectors of public
social and care services in the form of authoritarian, top-down “regimes” prevailing partcularly in
residental insttutons where staf had been socialised in communist circumstances and where
therefore a great deal of resistance is to be found against democratc, quality- and client-oriented
practces (e.g. Lithuania: Buzaitytė Kašalynienė, 2020).
Post-communist countries experienced rapid, sometmes oscillatng and “experimental” periods of
transiton to management in public services in the decades afer 1989 and there are only broad
overall trends discernible, in parallel however with such uneven turns of events in Western
European countries, and there are many natonal variatons and modifcatons depending on
fnancial and partcularly on politcal-ideological conditons, partcularly since the rise of populism in
many countries has made welfare in general an easier politcal instrument to manipulate in one
directon or the other than the economy itself. This has been demonstrated most dramatcally in the
Covid-19 pandemic when countries that had previously followed explicit neoliberal policies of
privatsaton and cost reducton in health services rigidly, suddenly were forced to adopt massive
public funding measures to stave of further damaging efects to the populaton’s health and hence
to the economy.
The variatons that manifested themselves in both Western and Eastern countries refected to an
extent their distnct politcal histories, as indicated above, but were also reactons and adjustments
to the many and complex factors impinging on the quality and efciency of service delivery which
demonstrate more and more the fundamental diferences between private and public goods. The
precise model of management that resulted above all in areas like health, educaton and social
services refected the polarising tensions between
-

universal public and individual private interests,

-

centralised politcal control and regional or local devoluton,

-

social and economic priorites,

-

broadly-based preventon and specialisaton on acute situatons of need,

-

comprehensive notons of well-being and technical, soluton-focused approaches to care and
health needs.

Within these force-felds, diferent models of management and within them diferent value
orientatons are diferentatng. For instance, in the Czech Republic,
“as a reacton to increasing budgetary defcits and inadequate
accountability mechanisms in the newly established regional hospitals,
several regional governments have chosen to convert the legal form, and
thus the management structure, of their hospitals from so-called
‘contributory budgetary organizatons’ to joint stock companies, which
predominantly remain in regional ownership. ‘Contributory budgetary
organizaton’ is a Czech form of not-for-proft legal entty established to
perform tasks in the public interest” (Alexa et al. 2015, 25).
But the complexity of the task is also contained in the formulaton of natonal strategies, as the same
Czech example shows where the Health 2020 (Zdraví 2020) strategy included the following set of
goals: “to promote sustained solidarity in fnancing health care, to strengthen the role of patents, to
foster patent safety, to improve fair competton among health-care providers and health insurance
funds, to defne enttlements of insured individuals in a systematc manner, to encourage health
preventon eforts, and to improve the quality of care” (Alexa et al., 2015: 134) – all worthy goals but
all depending on politcal will for their realisaton, their fnancing and their administratve realisaton.
Management in public services – neutrality or ethical commitment?
In terms of auditng the efects in order to achieve the defned objectves of these new management
concepts and strategies, Pollit and Bouckaert (2011, 86) identfed 3 broad phases in the overall
internatonal scene: “The frst stage is that of traditonal fnancial and compliance auditng. Here the
basic concern of the auditor is with legality and procedural correctness... The second stage is to add
investgatons of some performance issues but stll staying close to fnancial issues. … The third stage
is the development of full-blown performance auditng as a distnct actvity, ofen with a separate
unit or secton of the natonal audit ofce to develop performance auditng expertse. Full-blown
performance auditng may stll be concerned with fnancial issues (economy and efciency) but it
may also move on to look at non-fnancial performance”.
Ultmately, the queston concerning the role of management within health and social services is
whether management is merely a neutral, technical functon to achieve goals set by stakeholders of
an agency, or whether managers have an actve role in realising overall goals that are oriented
towards values and norms derived from some form of common good.
To this later aim, it has been found to be not only more appropriate but also more efectve in the
long run to arrive at goals and at criteria for the evaluaton of their achievement in partcipatory
processes, involving both the professionals of an agency and also the users as customers. This does
not resolve the fundamental dilemmas contained in the management of public services, partcularly
with regard to the protecton of minority and vulnerable groups (Barberis et al. 2019), but it at least
renders the conficts that arise in the process more accessible to public and professional scrutny and
fosters therefore the learning of democratc processes at a basic level, which is currently weak in
East and West.
Involved in these change processes towards new administratve practses is also the queston how
they afect the understanding of professionals working within these new parameters. There is an
acute debate on whether the impositon of management functons, either in the form of managers

as directng the professionals or in that of delegatng management functons to the professionals
themselves, changes the nature of professionalism so fundamentally that core principles of
professional practce get lost, or whether on the contrary the incorporaton of management
competences into “traditonal” professional skills repertoires helps to realise those skills more
efectvely in a politcal and economic environment that is ultmately inimical to those professional
responsibilites. This alternatve can also be resolved by an understanding of management as an
ethical commitment that therefore combines in whatever organisatonal form with the
corresponding professional commitment, which is to deliver the best possible service in the interest
of the client.
The current global health crisis will be a decisive test for the future directon of such developments.
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